
Notes on the Grey Albatross (Appias melania) - Garry Sankowsky

Sometime  in the 1970s I made a trip to Mt Spec with a birding friend of mine and
observed the Grey Albatross depositing eggs on what appeared to be a Drypetes
plant.  We were moving around quite a bit on that trip and I did not attempt to
collect any eggs to breed them through.

In December of 1982 my wife (Nada) and I moved from Mt Tamborine to the
Atherton Tablelands and purchased a block at Tolga.  Logging operations were still
in full swing in the rainforest and we visited a logging area on the Clohesy River,
between Mareeba and Kuranda.  Even though this is not a particularly high altitude
site Grey Albatross butterflies were very common.  Groups of males were observed
gathering on the damp road near river crossings.  We had seen huge numbers of
butterflies doing this on previous occasions in the Good Night Scrub near
Wallaville and had noticed that it was only males that do this.

My camera equipment was quite limited then but I managed to get a few pictures.
At the Clohesy River there were several species on the damp road but mostly Grey
Albatrosses.  There were several kilometres of new logging roads to wander along
and in one area I saw a female laying on a Drypetes plant that was different from
the one at Mt Spec.  I have always called this one Drypetes sp. Clohesy River and
still consider it to be a separate species from any of the named ones.  It occurs in
low to mid altitude, well developed rainforest from the Wet Tropics to Cape York.



Up until we moved to north Queensland my main interest in collecting plants
was to grow butterfly host plants but as we now had a two hectare property I
expanded it to rainforest plants in general. Collecting propagating material from
state forests was then very simple with a Minor Products licence and I started
collecting a wide range of plants, including host plants, and planting up our
block which is now a fully functional artificial rainforest.

Usually each summer there are migrations of Grey Albatross butterflies crossing
over the Atherton Tableland, moving to and from the various mountain
rainforests around us.  For many years the butterflies just passed through but as
our rainforest plantings became more mature many butterflies became permanent
residents, spending the winter/dry season in our garden.  I have observed that all
Pieridae butterflies survive the winter/dry season as adults, resting most of the
time but making short flights from time to time and taking nectar.  It is only in
very recent years that the Grey Albatross has done this.
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Drypetes acuminata - the most common host plant of the Grey
Albatross, restricted to high altitude rainforest.

Drypetes sp. Clohesy River



The larvae of both of our local Albatross butterflies can only feed on soft
new growth so their breeding is restricted to periods when the plants flush.
The bursts of new growth are of course restricted to when it rains.

The female lays some of her eggs on the new shoots but most are laid on
older leaves about 10 cm below the shoots.  The eggs are white when fresh

then develop orange patches or an orange tinge
when more than a day old.  After only about five
days the eggs hatch and the tiny yellow larvae
move up to the softest shoots and commence
feeding.

The new growth on Drypetes
develops very fast and the Albatross
larvae do likewise.  The whole
larval stage takes only from seven
to ten days.

As the larvae develop they gradually
develop more defined markings.



I have only observed the Common Albatross pupating on the top side of leaves
but the Grey Albatross larvae used both sides of the foliage.

The pupae showed a wide range of colour variation, unlike my
observations with the Common Albatross.



After only about seven days the pupae started to emerge.  This is
similar to the Common Albatross

Male just emerged and drying his wings.

Female

Even though no eggs were
laid on Drypetes deplanchei
the final instar larvae
transferred to this plant
when all the foliage of
Drypetes sp. Clohesy River
had been demolished.
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How do you tell the difference between the two Albatross butterflies in the
early stages?

From my observations you can’t!  I don’t have a good series of images for
the Common Albatross, just some old slide pictures so this is something to
work on.

Allowing for the variation in
the Grey Albatross pupal
colours I don’t think it is
possible to distinguish between
the two species.


